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FEEL FREE
AliAs 2.0

Opening Wednesday, 21 March at the Lotus Pond Gallery,
Plantation - urban resort & spa.

Matter is never created nor destroyed, only transformed.
Artist Alias 2.0 uses graffiti and found materials to explore
the evolution of Cambodia and himself in Feel Free, a new
exhibition of installations and abstract paintings.
His new series, It Doesn't a "Matter"! consists of installations
made of metal and wood collected from the city’s
poorest neighbourhoods, reconstructed into something
new, using nails and glue. As they turn from high-rise
to shantytown to artwork, these materials represent
impermanence and the regeneration of all matter. The
graffiti paintings are composed of iconography found
during the artist’s travels, expressing experience, doubt,
joy and freedom.
The street provides both the inspiration and physical
materials for the collection. Graffiti and calligraphy,

hallmarks of street art, are used throughout, but Alias
2.0 pushes his work further. Phnom Penh's haphazard
architecture is materially deconstructed and re-imagined.
Physical structures have become simple compositions, a
balance of colour, shape and form. With change the only
constant, evolution is inevitable.
But don't over-intellectualize, says Alias 2.0. “I want to
surprise people with my work, to evoke an emotional
response, a feeling. If you observe your surroundings
and pay attention to detail, you find art everywhere. I am
taking a piece of the city and mixing it with my technique
to express my time in Cambodia. Every day is new, and I’m
showing my way.”
Feel Free runs through 2 May at the Lotus Pond Gallery,
Plantation - urban resort & spa, Phnom Penh.
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Alias 2.0 (pictured above) has been a street
artist since 2007. From the south of France,
he became interested in art while working as
a landscaper, intrigued by the organic shapes
and inherent design of nature. Inspired by
architecture, graffiti and calligraphy, Alias
2.0 creates a universal language through
a hybrid of graphic styles, mixing the
traditional with the modern for a futuristic
aesthetic. His longing for transformation is
cultivated through travel, as he constantly
searches out environments and scenes to
inspire his work.
Based in Phnom Penh since 2016, Alias 2.0
has been working throughout Southeast Asia
on various creative projects such as street
art, DJing and light painting. Exhibitions in
Cambodia, France and Indonesia, including
Art Stage Jakarta 2017.
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PLANTATION – urban resort & spa

Cool oasis on a vast expanse of lush
gardens, ponds and pools, Plantation
stays in phase with Phnom Penh
pulse while offering a haven of peace
and harmony to its guests. Since its
opening in December 2011, the hotel
has hosted over fourty art exhibitions
and many fashion shows, conferences
and public events.

Event Inquiries: Mrs. Emilija Zagere
salesmarketing@theplantation.asia, +855 96 934 3272
#28, Street 184, Phnom Penh
www.theplantation.asia
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